The light-cone SU (2) Yang-Mills mechanics is analyzed in the framework of the Dirac's constraint formalism. Performing a complete Hamiltonian reduction of the model we found that it is integrable and moreover the resulting unconstrained system coincides with the so-called conformal mechanics.
During the recent years the relation between the gauge theories in various dimensions and integrable systems has attracted a lot of attention. The pioneering work of Seiberg and Witten [1] yielded considerable progress in the understanding of the dynamics of gauge theories and showed that the N = 2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions can be solved exactly in the low-energy limit. Using the approach proposed in [2] to study various properties of the Seiberg-Witten theory in the scope of its relation with underlying integrable systems it was shown that the low-energy effective action can be described in terms of one-dimensional integrable many-body systems varying from classical Todachain model in the case of supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory without matter, to elliptic Calogero-Moser model when adjoint matter is added and to classical spin XXX chain for theory with fundamental matter (for comprehensive reviews see [3, 4, 5] ).
At the same time exact results were obtained also for the non supersymmetric gauge theories. It was recognized that the XXX Heisenberg spin chains are related to physically interesting limits of QCD. Namely, an equivalence is found between the Hamiltonian describing the asymptotic behavior of hadron-hadron scattering amplitudes in QCD in the Regge limit and the Hamiltonian of the SL(2, C) XXX Heisenberg magnet, [6] and also between the logarithmic evolution of the composite operators in QCD on the light-cone and SL(2, R) XXX Heisenberg spin chain [7] . Very recently, using the hidden integrability of QCD in these limits a kind of stringy/brane picture was developed [8] .
The (1 + 0) reduction of the non-supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory has been intensively studied during the last decades (see e.g [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and references therein). The obtained finite-dimensional model is called Yang-Mills mechanics and can be viewed as a laboratory for investigation of many properties of the original system. Now there is a renewed interest to the supersymmetric version of the Yang-Mills mechanics. The reason is that the Hamiltonian of SU(∞) D = 1 super-Yang-Mills theory, originally found in [16] and describing the dynamics of D = 11 supermembrane, pretends to be the M-theory Hamiltonian [17] . These dimensionally reduced models are still rather complicated and non-trivial. The classical non-supersymmetric SU(2) Yang-Mills mechanics was studied within a special ansatz in which it exhibits a chaotic behavior [9, 10, 18] . The investigation of the classical dynamics of bosonic membrane matrix model yielded again chaotic behavior. Recently, in [19] the supersymmetric SU(2) × SO(2) matrix model was investigated in detail. It was demonstrated that there exists a chaos-order transition and the behavior, chaotic or regular, depends on the Lorentzian momentum of the system. The whole spectrum of the SU(2) × SO(2) matrix model was also found [20] . After Dirac's paper [21] it has been recognized that the different choices of the time evolution parameter can drastically change the content and interpretation of the theory. The simplest and well-known example that illustrates this observation is the light-cone dynamics of free scalar field [22] . In the present letter we shall consider the light-cone Yang-Mills classical mechanics and address the problem of its exact integrability. The instant form of Yang-Mills mechanics was formulated above as Yang-Mills theory with spatially constant gauge fields. Analogously, the light-cone version of Yang-Mills mechanics follows from the Yang-Mills theory formulated in the light-front formalism under the supposition of the gauge field dependence on the light-cone time variable only 1 . Both dynamical systems, obtained under such suppositions, contain finite number of degrees of freedom and inherit in a specific form the gauge invariance of the original Yang-Mills theory. In a recent article we demonstrated that the light-cone version of Yang-Mills mechanics differs from its instant form counterpart in the character of the local gauge invariance [24] . As a result, here we obtain that the corresponding unconstrained Hamiltonian system describes an exactly integrable model, namely the well-known conformal mechanics, introduced by V. de Alfaro, S. Fubini and G. Furlan [25] .
The N = 2 supersymmetric extension of the nonrelativistic mechanical model introduced by de Alfaro, Fubini and Furlan was generalized in [26, 27] to an SU(1, 1 | 1) ∼ = OSp(2 | 2) invariant superconformal mechanics. Soon after, N = 4 extension of the conformal mechanics with SU(1, 1 | 1) superconformal symmetry was elaborated [28, 29] , moreover, using general geometric approach the superconformal mechanics was described in a manifestly invariant manner for arbitrary even N [28] . The one-dimensional confor-mally invariant systems already appeared in black hole physics [30] and cosmology [31] but their relation to the Yang-Mills theory had not yet been pointed out.
We start with the action of the Yang-Mills field theory in four-dimensional Minkowski space M 4 , endowed with a metric η and represented in the coordinate free form
where g is a coupling constant and the SU(2) algebra valued curvature 2-form
is constructed from the connection 1-form A. The connection and curvature, as Lie algebra valued quantities, are expressed in terms of the antihermitian su(2) algebra basis τ a = σ a /2i with the Pauli matrices σ a , a = 1, 2, 3
The metric η enters the action through the dual field strength tensor defined in accordance to the Hodge star operation
To formulate the light-cone version of the theory let us introduce basis vectors in the tangent space T P (M 4 )
The first two vectors are tangent to the light-cone and the corresponding coordinates are referred usually as the light-cone coordinates
The light-cone basis vectors (e ± , e k ) determine the light-cone metric, whose non-zero elements are η +− = η −+ = −η 11 = −η 22 = 1 (7) and thus the 1-form connection in the light-cone formulation is given as
By definition the Lagrangian of Yang-Mills mechanics follows from the Lagrangian of Yang-Mills theory if one supposes that 1-form connection A depends only on the light-cone "time variable"
Using the definitions (1) and (8) we find the Lagrangian of the Yang-Mills light-cone mechanics
where the field-strength tensor light-cone components are
The light-cone version of the Hamiltonian description of dynamical system is prescribed after identification of the light-cone coordinate
with the evolution parameter. Performing the Legendre transformation 2 we have the canonical Hamiltonian
with a potential term in (16)
and the non-vanishing Poisson brackets between the fundamental canonical variables are
The Hessian of system is equal to zero det || ∂ 2 L ∂Ȧ∂Ȧ || = 0, and as a result the primary constraints exist
The constraints satisfy the following Poisson brackets relations
Thus, according to the Dirac's prescription, the dynamics of the light-cone Yang-Mills mechanics is governed by the total Hamiltonian
where U(τ ) and V k (τ ) are arbitrary SU(2) valued functions of the light-cone time τ = x + . Using this Hamiltonian it is necessary to check the dynamical self-consistence of the primary constraints. From the requirement of conservation in time of the primary constraints ϕ
a it follows
Therefore there are three secondary constraints ϕ
which obey the so(3, R) algebra
The same procedure for the primary constraints χ a k gives
Because the matrix C ab = ǫ abc A c − is degenerate, its rank is
one can determine from equation (29) only four Lagrange multipliers V and therefore there are two first class primary constraints. Introducing the unit vector
that is null vector of the matrix ε abc A c − , we decompose the six primary constraints χ a k χ a k⊥ :
Constraints χ a k⊥ are functionally dependent due to the conditions N a χ a k⊥ = 0 (34) and choosing among them any four independent constraints, we are able to determine four Lagrange multipliers V k b⊥ . The two constraints ψ k satisfy the Abelian algebra
One can verify that the Poisson brackets of ψ k and ϕ (2) a with the total Hamiltonian on the constraint surface (CS) are zero
and thus there are no ternary constraints. Summarizing, we arrive at the set of constraints ϕ
a , χ b k⊥ . The Poisson bracket algebra of the three first ones is
The constraints χ b k⊥ satisfy the relations
and the Poisson brackets between these two sets of constraints are
From these relations we conclude that we have eight first-class constraints ϕ Now we shall show that the unconstrained version of light-cone SU(2) mechanics coincides with the so-called Conformal mechanics [25] . To show this equivalence we start at first with elimination of gauge degrees of freedom, associated to the SU(2) constraints ϕ (2) a . Further, the purpose of the present part will be to rewrite the theory in terms of the special coordinates, adapted to the gauge symmetry action generated by constraints ϕ (2) a . Let us organize the configuration variables A a i and A a − in one 3 × 3 matrix A ab , whose entries of first two columns are A a i and third column is composed by elements A a
In order to find an explicit parameterizations of orbits and slice structure with respect to this action, it is convenient to use a polar decomposition [35] for the matrix A ab
where S is a positive definite 3 × 3 symmetric matrix, and
Here we assume that the matrix A is not degenerate, i.e det A = 0, and hence one can treat the polar decomposition (46) as a uniquely invertible transformation from the configuration variables A ab to a new set of Lagrangian variables: six coordinates S ij and three coordinates φ i . The polar decomposition (46) induces the point canonical transformation from the variables (A ab , Π ab := π a1 , π a2 , π a− ) to new canonical pairs (S ab , P ab ) and (φ a , P a ) obeying the nonvanisning Poisson bracket relations
The expression of the old Π ab as a function of the new coordinates is
where
γ ik = S ik − δ ik trS and η L a are three left-invariant vector fields on SO(3, R) group
In terms of the new variables, the constraints take the form
Thus one can pass to equivalent set of constraints η L a = 0 , χ am = 0 (56) with vanishing on the constraint surface Poisson brackets
In order to proceed further in elimination of remaining constraints we introduce the main-axes representation for the symmetric 3 × 3 matrix S
The Jacobian of this transformation is
and equation (58) can be used as definition of new configuration variables: three diagonal variables (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and three angular variables (χ 1 , χ 2 , χ 3 ), if and only if all eigenvalues of the matrix S are different. To have the uniqueness of the inverse transformation we assume here that
The variables x a in the main-axes transformation(58) parameterize the orbits of the action of SO(3, R) group in the space of 3 × 3 symmetric matrices. The configuration (60) belongs to the so-called principle orbit class, whereas all orbits with coinciding eigenvalues of the matrix S are named singular orbits [36] . The momenta p a and p χa , canonically conjugated to the diagonal and angular variables x a and χ a , can be found using the condition of the canonical invariance of the symplectic 1-form 3 a,b=1
The original physical momenta P ab , expressed in terms of the new canonical variables, read
Here α a and α a denote the diagonal and off-diagonal basis elements for the space of symmetric matrices with orthogonality relations
and
The ξ R a are three SO(3, R) right-invariant vector fields given in terms of the angles χ a and their conjugated momenta p χa via
where the matrix M is given by
The explicit form of the three SO(3, R) right-invariant Killing vector fields is
The constraints χ rewritten in main axes variables take the form
and n a = R a3 3 . Analyzing the constraints, we found that they are satisfied if and only if the two eigenvalues of symmetric matrix S coincide and thus we are forced to work on these type singular orbits. In order to describe the dynamics on the singular orbits further we shall proceed with the explicit parameterization of the space of symmetric matrices with two coinciding eigenvalues in the form S ab = x δ ab + (y − x) n a n b .
Here (x, x, y) are eigenvalues of matrix S and n a is a unit vector n a := sin χ 2 sin χ 3 , sin χ 2 cos χ 3 , cos χ 2 .
The canonically conjugated momenta are given by
with the quantities
where we introduce two unit vectors l a and m a l a := cos χ 3 , − sin χ 3 , 0 , (76) m a := cos χ 2 sin χ 3 , cos χ 2 cos χ 3 , − sin χ 2 .
orthogonal to vector n a . Now it can be proved that the constraint surface, defined by the constraints χ am = 0 can be described equivalently using the equations
and n 1 p y + C 1 y = 0 , n 2 p y + C 2 y = 0 .
Using these constraints we arrive at the resulting unconstrained reduced system for the remaining canonical variables (y, p y ), (χ 2 , p χ 2 ) and (χ 3 , p χ 3 ) whose dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian
of conformal mechanics, with "coupling constant" l. Note that its value depends on the initial values of the variables (χ 2 , p χ 2 ) and (χ 3 , p χ 3 ).
To conclude, we have considered the SU(2) light-cone Yang-Mills mechanics, constructed from the corresponding light-front formulation of the Yang-Mills field theory, when the additional supposition on the dependence of gauge potentials only on light-cone time parameter has been made. In contrast to its well-known instant-time counterpart Yang-Mills mechanics, the light-cone version has more complicated description if considered it as a constrained system. Applying the Dirac Hamiltonian method, we found that the constraint contents of the theory is much reacher; there are, apart from the ordinary constraints which are generators of the SU(2) gauge transformations, a new set of first and second class constraints. The new constraints lead to essential decreasing of the number of "true" degrees of freedom and the resulting unconstrained system coincides with the well-known one-dimensional model of conformal mechanics.
